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A Very Special Issue
Welcome to Modern Drummer's October '91 Buyer's
Guide Issue. Prior to this year, the Buyer's Guide
was released as a completely separate publication
available primarily to MD subscribers, and distributed through key music dealers. However, considering
the extreme popularity of those previous equipment
issues, we've now decided to make it available to
everyone by incorporating it into our regular publishing cycle.
Needless to say, putting this issue together is a
challenging task for MD editors. Though the issue is planned out well in
advance, there's an incredible amount of information that needs to be gathered—information compiled from catalogs, price lists, and directly from
manufacturers who must be contacted for updates each year. But we believe
the end result is well worth the effort. The MD Buyer's Guide is probably
the most comprehensive drum equipment reference tool you're likely to
find anywhere, and the ideal place to begin your comparative shopping.
I might also mention that we've narrowed the focus of the Buyer's Guide
this year. Though all major products are still presented in as much detail as
possible, we've excluded certain categories that we felt were not of prime
importance to the drumset player. Therefore, though you'll find the usual
extensive data on drumsets, cymbals, hardware, and accessories, items
such as mallet instruments, symphonic percussion, and marching drums
have been eliminated in an effort to enhance the graphics, and leave space
to expand in areas of major interest to our core readership. Of course, no
Buyer's Guide can claim to include every single item on the market.
Something is always sure to be omitted, despite our attempts to be as thorough as possible. Regardless, there's certainly enough information contained within these pages to keep even the most notorious of equipment
buffs well-informed throughout the course of the year.
Along with the extraordinary amount of product information in this
issue, you'll also find our State Of The Industry report, and a
Manufacturer's Directory to help you quickly locate all of the companies
represented. The MD Reader Service Card at the back of the issue will help
you gather further product information from the manufacturer even more
easily, so don't hesitate to use it. Our Buyer's Guide also includes Rick
Mattingly's enlightening article on developing and maintaining a favorable
relationship with your local dealer. It offers some valuable advice that both
amateurs and pros might want to give serious thought to.
Finally, our thanks to all of the manufacturers in the percussion industry.
We couldn't possibly publish a Buyer's Guide without the total cooperation
of the people in the industry it represents. Special commendation must
also go to the MD editorial and design team, who spend endless hours on
this issue, and to Managing Editor Rick Van Horn, who's been responsible
for coordinating this annual project since we started it back in 1986.
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READERS' PLATFORM

Sheila E.
Words cannot express how thankful I am
to you for having Sheila E. on the cover of
the July '91 issue, and for letting us know
more about this incredible talent. I'm a
female drummer myself, and Sheila E. has

has been an enormous inspiration to me.
She is very deserving of the honor of
being on the cover of your magazine.
Thanks, Sheila, for being all that you

are, and thank you, Modern Drummer, for
all of your support of female drummers
and percussionists.
Mary Taerud
Minneapolis MN

Thanks for a great article on Sheila E. I've
been a fan of Ms. Escovedo for a long
time—and not because she's the sex symbol everybody makes her out to be. I just

like watching her play. She's wild, fun, and
crazy—and it all shows when she attacks
her drumset. I'm also glad to hear that
she's making a recovery from her illness
of last summer. I think that with her new
album, she's come back really strong.
Thanks for Sex Cymbal, Sheila; it's good
to hear from you again.
Harold Proctor
Bryantown MD

Side Story' with the Boston Pops
Orchestra.
"For years, Buddy used my 5A wood-tip
model. He also used numerous other
brands of sticks, and I'm sure he was
enthusiastic about all of them. I make his
signature stick because his daughter,
Cathy Rich, approached me and requested
the model. I met Cathy with Buddy at
Lennie's On The Turnpike nearly 20 years
ago, when she was traveling and performing with the band.
"The stick was originally made in the
late '70s by the Ludwig Drum Company.
When Buddy left Ludwig, they discontinued the model as such. Cathy and her husband, Steve Arnold, worked with me on
all aspects of design, shape, signature, etc.
It is identical to the Ludwig stick, with
very minor modifications. All efforts were
completed with the full cooperation and
coordination of Cathy, Steve, and myself.
Each month Cathy's company is paid a
royalty. This money fulfills her wish to
finance the Buddy Rich Scholarship
Concerts, and help keep Buddy's name
alive and ever-present.
"I trust this will confirm and justify the
existence of a great stick designed by one
of the finest artists of all time."

phenomenal talent, but a great human

being: William Kennedy. He and the
Yellowjackets were playing the Blues Alley
in Washington D.C. for a week last summer, and I met Will after the show and
was able to hang out with him and the
band. More importantly, I was able to
spend a great deal of time with William.
He was very sensitive to the "Sorry kid,
I'm busy" syndrome, and could not have
been more open and honest about his
playing and the politics of the business. I
am looking forward to the opportunity to

hear William at this year's MD Drum
Festival, and I am confident that the
drumming community will have the same
reaction to his great playing and personality as I did.
Jon Sacks
Boston MA

Thanks From Poll Winners
It was a real surprise and delight for me to
receive word of the outcome of Modern
Drummer's 1991 Readers Poll. I feel
deeply moved that people such as the
many percussionists throughout the world
recognize my efforts in such a way. Thank

you all. To receive this honor gives me
tremendous medicine to continue what I

Disrespect For Buddy
While I recognize the market for "signature" drumsticks, I find it appalling that
Vic Firth would market a Buddy Rich
model. No matter how carefully it was
researched, Buddy Rich never used the
stick that bears his name. Such a ploy as
this smacks of Elvis-type marketing and is

grossly disrespectful—not only to Mr.
Rich, but to the drumming community as
well. Please, no Chick Webb, Art Blakey, or
Dave Tough models to follow.
Josh Carroll
Tucson AZ
Vic Firth replies: "Buddy Rich was a longtime friend and colleague. The last time we
spoke was during his performance of 'West

Looking Forward
To William
I've often heard about the drumming

"family" as being a tight-knit relationship
among all drummers. I've been a semiprofessional drummer for quite some
time, and although I could feel this sense
of brotherhood among up-and-coming
drummers, I never felt it when I

approached established drummers. About
the only thing I've felt when approaching
the "hierarchy" has been a sense of inferiority—that is, if conversation ever got past
the "Sorry kid, I'm busy" stage.
My faith in the drum family was finally
justified when I had the pleasure of meet-

ing and becoming friends with not only a

enjoy doing so much—making music.
Evelyn Glennie
London, England
Editor's note: Ms. Glennie was voted #1
Classical Percussionist.
Thanks to all the readers who responded
to the Readers Poll and included me in the
list. Being busy playing with the great

players continues my life dream. Being
recognized is icing on the cake. Thanks
again to MD's readers.
Paul Leim
Franklin TN

Editor's note: Mr. Leim was voted #2
Country Drummer.

ASK A PRO

Ed Mann

I just bought a berimbau. I love
the idea of it, but I don't really

directly to the gourd, which acts as a resonator. By pulling the string on one side of

quite understand it. Have you had any

the division while playing (with a small

stick) on the other side, the player creates
different pitches, bends, vibratos, etc.
The gourd is hollow with a single hole,

education or experience on this unique
instrument? Have you ever recorded with
one?
Dave Wolf
Three Oaks MI

and can be "tuned" with a hand or, more
conveniently, the player's upper leg or
bare stomach. The string can be touched

The way I have seen the berim-

string, and the open/closed position of the
gourd) allows you to create different
pitches, timbres, and melodic rhythms.
While I have played the berimbau here
and there, including some recording, I am
not an expert on this particular instrument, and my approach has been based

in various places to produce harmonics,
and that (along with changing the playing
position of the stick, the tension on the

bau, it is a single steel string with
a gourd resonator, mounted on a bow. The
string is tied to the two ends of the bow
and is also pulled toward the gourd with a

wire loop, which divides the string into
two sections. The position of the gourd on
the bow, as well as the tension of the
string, will determine the pitch of each
section. The wire that connects the two

some amazing things with a berimbau.
John Bergamo would be another person to

carries the vibration from the string

consult with.

mostly on intuition. I have seen Airto do

Kenny Aronoff

I'd like to know how you get that "pop" sound with your
snare drum on John Cougar Mellencamp recordings. I
just purchased a Ludwig 3x13 brass snare. Could you tell me
how I could tune it and what muffling, if any, I could use to get

that same sound?
Brian Burke

Denver CO

sound that I personally love. The final thing that has a lot to do
with the "pop" sound I get is the way I hit my snare drum. It's a
combination of both physical power and the placement of my
stick. Personally, I like rimshots when I hit my snare drum.

Bill Bruford

I've always enjoyed your playing on your solo projects and

I never use any muffling on my snare drum (or any of my
other drums) when I record John Cougar Mellencamp

records. This lets the drums speak and ring freely. Second, I use a
Remo white coated Ambassador head on my snare drum (and also
on all of my other drums) when I record. Third, the drums I've
used the most to get that "pop" sound have been either an old

Ludwig 5 x 14 Aerolite or a Ludwig 5 x 14 Supraphonic 400 snare.
I don't usually tune my snare drum up extremely tight, as most
people might think. If you tune your drum up with both heads as
tight as possible, you'll get a lot of crack—but no tone or ring.

on King Crimson and Yes recordings. The pieces on the
album Music For Piano And Drums, with Patrick Moraz, are so
nice. Is there any way I can acquire the music for both instruments?
Wes Faulconer
Kansas City MO

choking and then I back the tension off just a little bit. The bottom head is tuned with medium tension. This gets maximum

Thanks for your inquiry and kind comments. The
music on Music For Piano And Drums is almost entirely
improvised, and from a publisher's point of view the time taken
to accurately transcribe this is simply not profitable—given the
limited number of requests for transcriptions. How about tackling small bits of it yourself? A whole new career in transcrip-

crack without choking the drum. However, beware of this sound,

tion...?

Instead, I tune the top head up until the drum sounds like it's

because lots of engineers and producers shy away from the ringy

Collected Sound
Supplements?
Are you ever going to come out with a
compilation of your Sound Supplements?
Every one to this date has been fantastic,
but the soft plastic recordings have lost
their playability over time. Please consider
the idea and let me know if and when such
a compilation would be available.
Jon Orkiseski
N. Grafton MA
Jon, you (and the hundreds of
other drummers who have made

similar requests) need wait no longer.
Modern Drummer's Sound Supplement
Collection is now available. The recordings
are on cassette, and the accompanying
booklet contains all of the original text and
music from the various pieces. See the ad
and ordering information in this issue.

Paiste Cymbal Makeovers?

days), and the labor and shipping costs
would be fairly high.

As an alternative, the company sells its
own brand of cymbal cleaner, which they
recommend for use on their cymbals. This
would not put the logo back on, but it
would certainly improve the look of the

cymbals at a fraction of the cost and time
involved with a complete "factory
makeover."

Pearl Brass Rims
And Electronic Drums?

sound. I can't seem to get a straight

answer anywhere local, so I'm writing the
pros!
Richard Asanoff
Fairfield CT

I have recently seen such drummers as Jon Farriss and Tico Torres
using Pearl electronic drums. I have never

First of all, Richard, there are no
dumb questions. And your particular question has been the subject of controversy since "power toms" became popular a few years ago. The whole debate
hangs on your definition of "power" in
terms of a drum's sound. Does it mean
sheer volume and projection? Does it
mean depth of pitch, or punchiness...
tonality...resonance...attack...? The reason
some drummers known for their "powerful" style prefer shallower toms is because
those drummers (Neil Peart and Steve
Smith are notable examples) feel that shallower toms respond more quickly and project with a livelier attack than do deeper
drums. Those drummers who prefer the
deeper drums generally comment on the

seen, nor could I find in my local

drumshop, such drums. I would like to
know whether or not they are still being
made, and if so, if information is available.

Clark McQueen

Elizabethtown NC
We've received similar questions
several times, and have always
received the same answer from Paiste.

They are happy to accommodate the needs
and desires of their customers, but there
are inherent difficulties that might make
the request impractical. To begin with, the
cymbal would have to be shipped to the
Paiste factory in Switzerland, where it

would have to be cleaned and then insert-

A quick, dumb question: Why do a lot of
power drummers (for instance, Neil Peart)
use such shallow toms? I thought that the
deeper the tom, the more powerful the

installed on my Pearl 6 1/2x14 metal-shell
Free Floating snare drum?
Alejandro Lopez
Guadalajara, Mexico

and a few of them look pretty bad. They're
actually still in good shape, and sound
great, but the coating that the company

process would be.

Shallow Versus
Deep Toms?

Can I get the benefits of brass rims

Most of my cymbals are Paiste 3000s,

applies to help protect the cymbal is
breaking down. I would like to know if
Paiste will clean the cymbal, re-apply the
protective coating, and reprint the logo
and cymbal type—and how expensive this

systems would be to place an ad in the
Drum Market section of Modern Drummer. I'm sure there are still a few of those
systems floating around in the marketplace. As for Pearl, we no longer have any
in stock and have no available manuals."

Adam Whitsel
Shirleysburg PA
Pearl's Ken Austin supplied us with the
following answers: "Alejandro, you can
order Pearl's brass rims individually. They
will probably not be sitting on the shelf at

your local drum shop. Ask your authorized
Pearl dealer to contact our Customer Service department in Nashville at (615) 8334477 and place an order. As to whether any
benefits will be derived from brass rims on
your Pearl FFS snare, it certainly won't

hurt and will more than likely individualize
the drum—giving you a signature sound
all your own.
"Adam, you are correct about seeing the
Pearl name on the electronic pads of Jon
Farriss and Tico Torres. Both Jon and Tico

ed into the production line at the point

have Pearl electronic brains in their rackmounted systems. However, the Pearl elec-

where the coating and logo are applied.
There would be a significant amount of
time involved (between six weeks and 90

tronic systems (Syncussion X and Drum
X) have been discontinued for over three
years. Your best bet for information on the

"fatter, deeper, punchier" quality of those
sizes. (And don't forget that no matter

what size shell is used, head combination
and tuning contribute additional major
elements to the total drum sound.) There
is no right or wrong here; it's a matter of
what sound you like and in what application your drums will be used. Try to get
the opportunity to compare drums of different depths (in the same diameter) in
order to draw your own conclusions.

cern over what appeared to be an impending "sales
slump" for early 1991, but most felt that it would be a
passing thing that a bit of in-house belt-tightening

Evaluating the
state of the percussion
instrument industry this year is the
most difficult such evaluation I've had to make
since initiating this feature in the 1986-''87 Modern Drummer
Equipment Annual. Never in the history of the music business has there been so much excellent equipment available,
so much effort involved in its promotion and marketing—and
so little money in the pockets of consumers to purchase it
with. Let's face it, folks, the economy is in a slump, and this
puts a financial strain on everybody at every level and in every
area of the business.
The 1991 NAMM show saw the introduction of an impressive amount of new equipment. There were new items from
established manufacturers, as well as a slew of totally new
companies trying to break into the market with exciting—and
often very specialized—products. This was in marked contrast to the 1990 show, when there simply wasn't all that
much new to report on.
But at the same time that all this new equipment was being
displayed, people were talking about sales slowdowns in the
previous quarter, a bleak 1990 Christmas season, the outbreak of a war and the uncertainties that it posed, serious
unemployment in many regions, and other forboding
prospects. Manufacturers I spoke to expressed a bit of con-

would carry them through.
Unfortunately, that sales slump has manifested
itself in a significant fashion across the industry.
According to NAMM's Industry Insights Business
Barometer, first-quarter sales of percussion instruments were down 9.7% as compared to the same
period of 1990. The percussion industry has fared
better than some others; home organ sales, for
example, dropped over 25% for the same period.
But the point is that a decline in equipment
purchases is being felt in virtually all areas.
The market is slow to respond to outside
influences. It may very well be that the
improvements in the economy that are being
claimed at the time of this writing may not
manifest themselves in terms of retail
sales for several more months, at which
point business will return to "normal." But as
long as sales are down, the industry is forced to take certain steps to sustain itself. These steps can take several
forms, and all of them have been seen this year.
In some cases, a manufacturer reacts to slumping sales in a
conservative manner: by cutting back on expenses, restricting

promotional spending, slowing down on research & development, and trying to capitalize on consumer familiarity with
their brand name and product reputation. In other cases, a
company will take an aggressive posture: using extensive promotion to tout "value-for-dollar" or "better ideas," in order to
draw a larger market share. The theory here is that even if
business isn't great, if you can do more of it you'll at least

break even.
Both of these systems can work for established companies.
However, new companies trying to enter the market at this
point in time are faced with a tremendous challenge. They
must make the market aware of their presence (which takes
money), they must convince consumers unfamiliar with their
name and product that they have something to offer that is
different and/or better than what already exists (which takes

money), and they must be able to sustain operations, production, and development in the face of minimal initial sales
(which takes money). It's small wonder that several new and
promising companies who displayed for the first time at the
January NAMM show were already out of business (or at least
no longer actively promoting their products) less than six
months later. Dealers are reluctant to stock items that they

feel may not sell, and consumers are reluctant to spend
money on items that aren't "tried and true." As a result, the
potential for successful entrepreneurship has become minimal at best.
Is there any bright side to this situation—at least from the
consumer point of view? Possibly. It's no surprise that some
retailers have been forced to lower prices on equipment that
would sell much higher in better times. They have to move
the merchandise in order to survive
This is reflected very much on a
regional basis; where times are especially tough, prices get lower. For
consumers who do have some capital, it can be a buyer's market. The
big-ticket items, such as drumsets or electronic gear, are especially difficult to move in a sluggish economy, and are the items
most likely to be marked
down—at least somewhat.
Accessories, such as sticks
and heads, don't really slow
down; even in the worst of
times people break sticks and heads
and simply must replace them. Cymbals fall somewhere in between. They aren't exactly expendable items, but
neither do they cost several hundred to several thousand dollars. In addition, they have the advantage of appealing to
drummers who might not be able to afford a new kit this year,
but might consider upgrading their old one with a new cymbal or two.
A recurring theme that I've discussed in previous State Of
The Industry reports has been the concept of "the pie." This
refers to the overall percussion market, and who has what
share of it. In any business, the goal is to have as large a piece
of the pie as possible. For years, members of the percussion
instrument manufacturing industry have been saying that the
pie has not been getting any bigger. When one company has
enjoyed a particularly good year, it has been at the expense of
one or more other companies, rather than by generating
totally new business.

The current economic situation is having a major impact
on the potential for increasing the size of the pie. It is generally accepted that music education, through the public
schools of the nation, is a primary method of promoting the
involvement of young people with music—and thus the need
for musical equipment. While the impact of MTV, concerts,
and recorded music cannot be discounted as an impetus to

teenagers to try their hands on an instrument, school music
programs that start at the elementary grade levels have traditionally had a better track record as far as initiating a lasting
involvement with music. Unfortunately, as a direct result of a
sluggish economy, many communities are in the throes of virtual tax revolts, voting down school budgets and causing massive cutbacks in funding for music programs.

So what happens when the pie not only fails to get bigger,
but actually starts getting smaller? There are fewer pieces to
go around, and somebody loses out. Again, it is the smaller,
less well-capitalized manufacturers who tend not to be
able to sustain themselves. Some go out of
business (as did Tempus
Instruments earlier this year)
and some change ownership
(as did Corder Drums). Sometimes even established companies change their distribution
arrangements. (Sonor will again
be distributed by H.S.S. Inc., after
leaving that company for three
years to go with Korg U.SA; Pearl
Corporation has closed its Fairfield,
New Jersey distribution center and
will operate exclusively from its
Nashville headquarters.) Internal

adjustments within major companies
(such as Yamaha's reorganization of all
drumset-related distribution into its Band & Orchestra division) are also taken in order to streamline operations.
The percussion industry has seen hard times before.
Those manufacturers, distributors, and retailers who survived those times will very likely do so again. Industry participants with less experience, or with less existing financial stability, will likely suffer more. There is no question that the
market still exists; the musical instrument industry is a
multi-million-dollar business even in the worst of times. People still love music, and want to be involved with it. But with
reduced sales and reduced profit, the amount of expansion,
promotion, sales incentives, and product development undertaken by the industry is reduced correspondingly. It is in this
way that the consumer ultimately suffers. So let us all hope
that those who predict a speedy upswing in the economy are
correct. In the meantime, take comfort in the fact that drummers today have access to equipment offered at a quality level
unparalleled in history. Use the information provided in this
issue to help you shop wisely for that equipment and make
your budget stretch as far as possible.

Who You Buy From
Can Be As Important As What You Buy
If drums are an important part of your life, you are likely to
spend a considerable amount of money on them. A complete
drumkit and set of cymbals will probably be your largest sin-

on heads, sticks, and accessories over a period of years.

gle cash outlay, but don't overlook how much you can spend

same way that professionals in any field develop relationships
with the people who supply their equipment. For example, a

Because of this, it is to your advantage to develop a working

relationship with one or more people who sell drums, the

photographer will have a working relationship with someone in a camera shop; a mechanic will know someone
at the auto-parts store; a doctor will know a good
pharmacist. These people keep them informed
about new products and offer advice about a
product's effectiveness and reliability.
A good drum salesman can be valuable to
you for the same reason. He deals with drum
equipment every day—all types, all brands. He
works with drummers of all levels who play in
every possible setting. He hears their complaints
and concerns, and finds out what works for them
and what doesn't.
Granted, every drummer is unique in certain

respects and has different tastes. Nevertheless, if you
explain your situation to an experienced drum sales-

man, he can help you focus in on the type of equipment that will best suit your needs, based on his
knowledge of what has (and hasn't) worked for
other drummers in similar situations. You don't
have to let the salesman make your final choice for
you, but he can help you narrow down your options.

Besides the advice he can give you himself, he will
often be able to direct you to another source of
information. I recall discussing a particular cymbal
with a salesman and wondering how it would cut
through a band. He
told me of a local

By Rick Mattingly
Illustrations By Dan Yaccarino

drummer who had one of those cymbals, and even called the
guy and asked where his band was currently playing so that I
could check out the cymbal. I did, and after hearing it I
decided that it wasn't quite what I had been looking for. But I
was grateful to that salesman for helping me make sure that I
really wanted that cymbal before he sold it to me. When I did
find the cymbal I was looking for, I bought it from him.

All Salesmen Are Not Created Equal
Drum salesmen come in all types, but they do have one
thing in common: They want to sell you something. In some
cases, that's all they really care about, but they are good at
their job and can lay on enough phony sincerity to put a usedcar salesman to shame. The good news is that those types are
the minority in the musical-instrument business. Someone
whose only concern is making money can find easier ways to
get rich than selling drums.
As a result, most drum salespeople are drummers themselves who are genuinely interested in the products they sell
and the drummers who buy them. Yes, they hope that you will
buy something, but they really want to sell you what you need.
Any good salesperson knows that the fastest way to lose a
steady customer is to talk him into something that isn't right
for his particular situation.
Whenever possible, buy your equipment from a salesperson
who specializes in drums. That's not to say that if you are purchasing a standard 14" drumhead, the guy who works behind
the guitar counter can't write up the ticket. But when you are
considering a major purchase, someone who spe-

cializes in drums can give you better guidance.
But does your salesman actually have to be a drummer himself? Not necessarily. Granted, a drummer will have a certain
amount of hands-on experience with many of the products he
sells. But there are also drum salesmen who are so dedicated
to the particular products they use themselves that they try to
influence all of their customers to buy the same stuff. A person
who specializes in drum sales but doesn't actually play might
be freer of those biases.
Another consideration is that selling drums is quite different than, say, selling pianos. The average piano customer is
only going to buy one instrument his entire life. And it's not an
instrument that can be added to. Drum buyers, on the other
hand, tend to be repeat customers. Even if they only buy one
drumset and use it for the next 25 years, they will need heads
and sticks from time to time, and there is every possibility that
they will occasionally add to the kit in some way.
An experienced drum salesman knows this, so he is not
going to want to lose a potential long-term customer by screwing him on a single sale. In fact, some stores give better deals
on drumsets than on accessories because once they get someone to buy a kit, they stand to make more on the accessories
that person will buy over the years than they ever would on the
drumset itself.

The Best Price
If there is a single most-frustrating aspect of buying drums,
it's that the same piece of equipment doesn't always sell for
the same price. How

and don't worry about selling a whole lot, and 2) Only make a
little bit on each item, but do a lot of volume.

Some stores are forced into the first choice. They
would be happy to charge less and sell more in order to

compete, but there just isn't enough demand in their
particular area for certain products. Of course, there is
also a third option: A store that has little local competition can sometimes get away with charging a lot and
doing a lot of volume.

If all of that isn't confusing enough, consider this:
Some stores will have an item that they are willing to make

little or no profit on just to attract customers. For example,
a certain store might sell drumheads for practically what
they pay for them. The idea is just to get you in the store.
Hopefully, while you're there, you will buy something
else—which they will charge you full list price for.

Other stores will simply offer a certain percentage
discount on everything. Discounts tend to vary with

geography. There are cities in which a 40% discount is
common, and there are places that give no discounts whatsoever. Often it has to do with the amount of competition. If

there are a lot of local music stores all competing for the
same business, they will sometimes try to out-discount each

other. If there is only one music store in a hundred-mile
radius, they probably don't have to offer any discount at all.

come
this store

will charge
you $150 for a
particular pedal

But that's not a hard and fast rule. In some cities, competitors get together and agree that no one will offer below a certain percent discount, for the benefit of all.

With all of those factors, it's hard to know who's trying to
rip you off. The guy who is selling the cymbal for $150 might
actually be making less on the sale than the guy who is selling
it for $140.

and the store across

You could simply shop around and buy each item at the

town has it for

place that will sell it the cheapest. In a sense, that's what

$140? And you can get it through mail order for $129? Is the
guy who is selling it for $150 trying to rip you off? Not necessarily.
First of all, dealers don't always pay the same price when
they obtain merchandise. Stores that do enough business to
place huge orders directly with the manufacturers can get the
best prices. If a dealer is paying less for the product, he can

sell it for less and still make a healthy profit.
The next level is dealers who buy direct from the manufacturer, but don't order enough to get as good a price. Below

competition is all about. But consider a few other facts first.

Local or Mail Order?
If you want to see the hair stand up on the back of your
local music dealer's neck, tell him you can buy the item he

just showed you cheaper through mail order. You might
assume that he will react by offering you a better deal, but
don't count on it. In order to compete, many stores are
already selling their products for as little as they can afford to.

products to dealers. The dealer won't get as good a price that

So trying to wave mail order in your local dealer's face is probably not going to get you a
better deal. In fact it might get you an
invitation to take a one-way trip through
the front door.

way, because the jobber has to make some money from the
sale, but if a store only needs to order five cymbals and ten

local dealer who is overly concerned

drumheads every six months, going through a jobber might
be the only option.

about competition from mail order isn't
worth much as a dealer. The argument

that are dealers who order such a small amount that they have
to go through a "jobber"—a middleman distributor who buys
in large quantities from the manufacturer and then resells the

So, if you assume that every dealer makes the same amount

of profit, you can see that the ones who get their inventory

It is sometimes suggested that any

is that if a local dealer is doing his job

cheaper can sell it for less. But it's not that simple. Not every

in terms of product demo, personalized service, and repairs, there is no

dealer takes the same profit. There are two basic philosophies of selling: 1) Make as much as you can on each item,

way a mail-order company can compete with that.

The reality isn't that simple. For one thing, a lot of people
don't care about those considerations. They want the lowest
price and that's it. Also, some mail-order companies have dealt
with those issues in creative ways. You can't go to their showroom to test equipment, but they might have a toll-free telephone number and a staff who is willing to discuss your wants
and needs with you. Also, some companies have a return policy: If you don't like the item when it arrives, you can send it
back for full credit. And there are mail-order companies who
have repair shops. If the item is one that can be sent via next-

day delivery, you can sometimes return it to them and get it
fixed just as fast as a local dealer could do it.
Granted, some of the scenarios described above are the

exception rather than the rule, and it's often a poor substitute
for what your local shop can offer. The mail-order people may
be willing to discuss an item with you over the phone, but that
doesn't compare to actually trying it out in the store. And if you
do have to ship it back to them for repairs, you will most likely
be responsible for the shipping charges.

If you live in a location where there is not a good music store
within a reasonable driving distance, the choice is simple. Buy
through the mail. If, on the other hand, you live in a city where
there are a number of music shops that stock every conceivable item, you might never need mail order.
The conflict comes when you'd really like to buy your equipment from a local shop, but they just don't have what you need,

or you could save considerable money if you bought it through
the mail. The first situation is fairly easy to deal with. Ask your
local store if they can order the item for you. If they can't (or
won't), get it wherever you can.

But I always went to the local shop first, and sometimes they
were quite willing to order things for me that they didn't normally carry. Keep in mind that your local store needs cus-

tomers in order to grow. The more business they get, the more
inventory they can afford to stock. And if they get enough

requests for a certain type of item, they will probably want to
carry it. But if you go straight to mail order, your local shop will

never know that anyone in their area wanted this particular
product.
The other situation is when your local shop does carry
something, but you can get it quite a bit cheaper through mail
order. This often happens for one or more of the reasons discussed above: The mail-order house might be getting better
prices from the manufacturer because they order so much;

they might be following the philosophy of sell for less but do
more volume; they might have less overhead because they can
operate from a warehouse in a low-rent district while your local
shop has high rent in a more desirable location.
Whatever the reason, you can often save money by buying

through the mail. So what's the conflict? Isn't saving money
the only real consideration?
No.
Think about some of the benefits your local shop provides.
Have you ever asked a salesman for information or advice
about a product? Have you ever tried out a bunch of different
drumsticks in order to select the ones that felt best to you?

As a matter of fact, it was that type of situation that first

Have you ever crashed a variety of cymbals just to see what different ones sounded like? Have you ever had a sudden need for
a part or repair, and your local store was able to handle it? Has
the store ever loaned you equipment while yours was being
repaired? Have you ever spent time flipping through drum

made me aware of mail order—and it was my local shop that

instruction books to find one that looked interesting or useful

told me about it. I wanted a particular brand of timpani mallets

to you? Have you ever just hung out there to "talk drums" with
the salespeople or other customers? Have you ever gotten a call
for a gig or audition, and found that it was the guy at the music
store who recommended you?

that I'd heard about. When I asked my local shop about them,
they found out that to become a dealer for this brand of mallets they would have to make a sizable initial order. This store
never had much demand for timpani mallets, and it wasn't in
their interest to become a dealer just so I could buy one pair.

Those are just some of the ways that a local shop can serve
you. They don't expect to be paid for answering questions, or

So they suggested I order the mallets from a large mail-order

letting you check out certain items, or letting you hang out.

shop.
So I started using mail order on those occasions when my
local store wasn't interested in stocking a particular item that I
wanted. I also used mail order a couple of times when I suddenly had a need for something that my local shop

But if you are going to take advantage of their services, you owe
them at least a certain amount of your business. Even if it's

had run out of, and that I didn't have time to
wait for.

going to cost you a couple of extra bucks, it's usually worth it
for what you can get in return.

And the more you establish yourself as a loyal customer, the more likely the salespeople are to offer you
special favors. I've
known of several
shops that

would let regular customers take items home overnight or for a
weekend to try them out before they buy. In fact, a shop once
let me take five 16" crash cymbals home so I could set them up
with my kit and select the one I liked the best.

But you have to earn that kind of treatment. I had proven
myself a good customer who paid his bills on time and didn't
waste the salespeople's time trying out endless equipment
without ever buying anything. I picked up the cymbals a few

minutes before the store closed for the day, and promised to be
back as soon as they opened the next morning with four of the
cymbals and a check for the one I kept. The store made a sale,

and I got an especially nice cymbal—one that I use to this day.
(I might mention that this was years before Modern Drummer even existed, so the special treatment was not in any way
a result of my affiliation with MD. I was simply another local
drummer, but one who was considered a good customer.)
When a salesman gets to know your likes and dislikes, that
can be to your advantage, too. I got a call from my favorite
drum salesman several years back telling me that he had just
received a new shipment of K Zildjian cymbals (this is when
they were still made in Istanbul), and he wanted to let me

car, you usually visit several lots and testdrive a number of
vehicles before making a choice. If you are making a major
equipment purchase, you'll want to start by checking out all
the options. You have every right to expect the salesmen at
the different stores to answer your questions about the products you are looking at. That's a big part of their job, and a
lot of drum equipment does not require a lot of explanation

anyway.
If, on the other hand, you are buying electronic gear, a
salesman could easily spend a couple of hours teaching you
how something works. If, after seeing the product, you honestly decide it doesn't do what you want it to, and another
store has a different product that does meet your needs, fine.
If it is an expensive item and you need to get the best price
you can, get price quotes first. When you find the best price,
go to that store and have them demo the product. If the best
price is through mail order, get as much information over the
phone as you can, or ask them to send you printed information, if it's available.
But never, under any circumstance, ask a local dealer to
demo a product for you if you know going in there that you
are going to buy it from another store or through mail order.
That is simply rude. If you value this person's opinion and/or
expertise that much, be willing to pay for it by buying the
product from him, even if it costs a little more.

know because he knew that I liked those cymbals. Sure, it was
good salesmanship on his part, and he called a few other guys
too, but nevertheless I made it a point to drop by the shop at
my earliest opportunity, and I found a nice ride. I'm glad I
did, because every one of those cymbals was gone within two
weeks, and if he hadn't called me, I might not have had occasion to go by there within that time.
Quite simply, if you want good service from your local
shop, you have to be a good customer. Don't repeatedly go
into a local store, ask the salesman to spend considerable
time demonstrating various items, and then buy everything

reasonable amount of your business, there is nothing wrong
with having relationships with more than one dealer. For one
thing, salesmen sometimes leave their jobs for various reasons, and you wouldn't want to suddenly find yourself with no

elsewhere.

one you can count on for honest advice. Also, different sales-

That's not to say that you don't have a right to shop
around. When you buy a

Another Salesman On The Side
While you owe a salesman who spends time helping you a

people tend to be experts on different subjects. There may be
a particular salesman that you go to for advice about electron-

ic equipment, but someone else you go to for cymbals.
Also, not every store stocks every brand of equipment, so
you might have to buy certain items from one shop and other
items from another. And you don't necessarily have to hide
that fact from either (or any) of the competing salespeople.

You don't have to rub their face in it, either, but if you are trying to decide between two major brands that are sold at two
different shops in your city, you can let each salesman know

that you are also considering the other. Don't be a jerk about
it and try to play them against each other. You'd be surprised
at how many people at different music stores are friends with
each other and trade information back and forth.
But one (or both) of them might be inspired to give you a
better deal to get the sale. And once you've made your decision, don't try to hide your choice from the other salesman.
He's probably going to find out what you bought anyway,
either because he happens to show up where your band is
playing or because someone else mentions it to him.
While you are trying to choose between the two brands, be
prepared for what either of the salesmen is likely to tell you
about the other product. They might point out things that
you genuinely need to be aware of, but keep in mind that
salesmen are not likely to praise a brand of equipment that
they don't stock. Some will go out of their way to discredit it,
saying that the reason they don't stock it is because it's junk.
Take that with a grain of salt. If it's top-line gear that you see
countless professionals using, maybe the salesman is just
angry because the manufacturer would only give a certain

number of dealerships in that area, and his store didn't land
the account.

The Customer Isn't Always Right
Drummers can drive salesmen crazy. At a drum shop I
used to teach at, there was this particular drummer who often
bought things out of impulse without thinking things

through. I remember one typical episode. He saw two auxiliary toms mounted on a stand. He started playing them and
decided right on the spot that it was time to expand his kit.
He asked the owner about price, and found that they were
within his budget. So the owner said, "Fine, let me order you
a pair in black to match your kit." But the guy didn't want to
wait for matching drums; he wanted these toms NOW. The
owner tried to reason with him, telling him that it would only
take a couple of weeks, and he knew this guy would be happier if all his drums matched. But the customer was adamant.

He was sure that these red toms would look fine alongside his
black kit, and would, in fact, add a little color to it. So he
bought them and went home.
About two months later he came back and said he wanted
to trade his red toms for the same toms in black. Of course,
he wanted an even trade. The owner tried to explain to him
that he really couldn't do that, because then he would have a
set of used toms that he had paid full price for, and he

couldn't stay in business that way. The customer became very
offended and started accusing the owner of taking advantage

of him to make a quick sale. The owner reminded him that
he had urged the guy to let him order black toms from the
very beginning.
Ultimately, the customer is responsible for his own decisions, unless the salesman flat-out gives you false information
(whether through ignorance or dishonesty). If a salesman
assures you that, say, a certain piece of electronic gear is compatible with another piece of gear, and after you buy it you
find out it isn't, you have every right to return it (immediately,
not a couple of months later) for a full refund. But if the
salesman tells you that two pieces of gear won't work together, and you say that you think you can make them work anyway, the salesman is not at fault if you cannot, in fact, get
them to function compatibly.

The Salesman Isn't Always Wrong
Drum salesmen often take a lot of grief for things that
aren't their fault. For example, you can't always blame them
for not knowing about a new piece of gear. Let's say you see
an article in Modern Drummer announcing a new piece of
equipment. You run down to your music store, and the only

thing the salesman knows is that he saw the same article.
Aren't these guys supposed to be on top of things like that?
Because of press deadlines, companies send out press
releases a couple of months ahead of time. They usually
intend to have the product ready for shipping by the time the

ad comes out, but sometimes there is an unforeseen problem
and it isn't ready.
What's really bad is that certain companies will send out
press releases, run ads, and even display an item at a NAMM
show—but won't actually put the item in production until
they get a certain number of orders for it. This means that
even if you order it the minute you see the first ad, you might
not get it for several months.
If another store in town has the item, or
you call a mail-order company and

they have it in stock, then maybe
your dealer has been lax in making an order. But if no one

seems to be able to get the
product, it's probably the manufacturer's fault, so don't take
it out on your local dealer.

Let's face it, if you are
telling him that you want to
buy it, he has no reason not
to order it.
If your dealer does
order something for you,
give him a reasonable

amount of time to get it
in. A good dealer will call
the manufacturer, ask
how long it will take to

get the item, and relay
that information to you.
If you absolutely must

have it sooner, let him know this and go
elsewhere. Whatever you do, don't have
him order something for you that he
doesn't normally stock, and then buy it

elsewhere while he is waiting for it to
come in. He might not be able to cancel
the order or return it, and he will be
stuck with something that he might not

be able to sell for a while.
If you find the same equipment else-

where while you are waiting for your
order to come in, ask your first dealer to
check on the order. Perhaps it has been
shipped and should be delivered in a
couple of days. In that case, wait for it.
If, however, the manufacturer says that
the item has not been shipped yet, your
dealer might be able to cancel the order.
You should be suspicious if one dealer says he can get something in a couple

of weeks, and another dealer says the
identical item will take a couple of
months. If it's a small item, such as a
drumhead, it might be a matter of one
dealer dealing directly with the factory
and another one dealing with a jobber.

In that case, go with whoever can get it
the quickest. But if you are ordering a
drumset, both dealers will most likely
be dealing directly with the factory, and
there would be no particular reason for
the factory to ship to one store faster
than another. There is no way for an
article such as this to advise you if one
dealer is telling you he can get it faster
just to get your business, and you will
end up waiting for it anyway. Nor can we
tell you whether the other dealer has
some reason for not ordering it right

away (like he hasn't paid his last bill),
but he is blaming the delay on the manufacturer.
On a special order, most shops will

require a deposit, so you can't order the
item from both of them and then buy
the one that comes in first. But before
giving a store a deposit, you can ask for
an estimated delivery date, and if the
equipment does not show up on time,

you can demand a refund. (Get this in
writing.) It would not be unreasonable
for the store to add a week or two to the
estimated time in such a situation. And
keep in mind that the manufacturer

might not have been accurate in what
they told the dealer.

Friends And Foes
There are drummers who view drum
salespeople as the enemy, and salespeople who view drummers likewise—
sometimes for good reason. But in fact,
a good drum salesman can be a drummer's best friend. And a bad one can

cost you a lot of money. The more educated you are about equipment, the less
prone you are to having someone

mislead you. Nevertheless, you won't
have the access to information about

equipment that a drum salesperson will
have, so it is in your interest to choose
yours carefully. When you find the right

one (or ones), use them for all they're
worth, but be a good customer in
return. In the final analysis, you need
each other.

PRODUCT
REFERENCE
CHART
INTRODUCTION
In this Product Reference Chart, every attempt has
been made to present as much information as

possible, as accurately as possible, on as
many different types of drum-related
equipment as possible. Of necessity, we
have relied on the information supplied
to us by the manufacturers of the products listed, and to the extent of our
abilities, we have listed products comprehensively and in detail. Space limitations
have forced us to omit some specifications

and details in certain cases. In those cases,
notations are made suggesting that the reader
contact the appropriate manufacturer for additional
information. The addresses for those manufacturers may be found in
the Manufacturers Directory elsewhere in this Buyer's Guide. In the
meantime, it is our hope that the listings we present may aid interested
drummers and percussionists in their own research toward the purchase of instruments and accessories.
Given the magnitude of a project like this Product Reference Chart,
it is unavoidable that some omissions will occur. In some cases, product
information did not reach us in time to meet press deadlines. In other
cases, we were simply unable to obtain the necessary information to
include a given product. When it comes to specific items of information—notably list price—we have tried to present the most up-to-date
information possible. However, due to the rapid changes that constantly occur in the musical instrument industry (and with the added influence of currency exchange-rate fluctuations that have had, and continue to have, dramatic impact on the prices of imported equipment), it is
possible that prices, model availabilities, and other such information
may have changed between the time we went into production and the
time you read the listing. Please bear that in mind, and use the figures
we show as comparative information. Please note that a "bullet" (•) in
any listing indicates an item not available in the size or model shown.
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